**EINSTEIN BROS. BAGEL**

- Any Egg Sandwich
- Any Bagel w/Topping

*Meal Exchange includes choice of 24oz fountain drink or medium coffee.*

**THE GRILLE**

- Single Burger
- Grilled Chicken Sandwich
- Crispy Chicken Sandwich
- 3 Piece Chicken Tenders
- 6 Boneless Wings
- Veggie Burger
- Turkey Burger
- Mini Corn Dogs
- Grilled Cheese
- ¼ lb. Hot Dog

*Meal Exchange includes choice of 24oz fountain drink or medium coffee and choice of side.*

**PIZZA**

- 2 Slices of Pizza
- 1 Slice of Pizza, 2 Breadsticks or Small Salad

*Meal Exchange includes choice of 24oz fountain drink or medium coffee.*
**SALAD BAR**

- LARGE OATMEAL & WHOLE FRUIT
- LARGE BREAKFAST YOGURT & WHOLE FRUIT
- SMALL OATMEAL & SMALL YOGURT
- LARGE SALAD
- PICK 2
  - SMALL SALAD
  - SMALL SOUP
  - SMALL MAC-N-CHEESE

*MEAL EXCHANGE INCLUDES 24OZ FOUNTAIN DRINK OR MEDIUM COFFEE*

**GRAB N GO**

- GNG SANDWICH AND CHOICE OF SIDE
- GNG SALAD

*MEAL EXCHANGE INCLUDES CHOICE OF 24OZ FOUNTAIN DRINK OR MEDIUM COFFEE. GNG SIDES INCLUDE CHOICE OF SMALL BAG OF CHIPS OR WHOLE FRUIT.*

---

**FRESHENS AND ZEE’S NATURAL MEAL EXCHANGE MENU**

---

**FRESHENS**

- ANY SALAD
- ANY RICE BOWL
- ANY CREPE
- ANY SMOOTHIE
**ZEE’S NATURAL**

- GNG SANDWICH & CHOICE OF SIDE
- GNG SALAD

*GNG MEAL EXCHANGE INCLUDES 16.9OZ BOTTLED WATER. SIDES INCLUDE CHOICE OF SMALL BAG OF CHIPS, WHOLE FRUIT MACARONI SALAD OR POTATO SALAD.*

**MEAL EXCHANGE MENU**

**GRAB N GO**

- GNG SANDWICH OR WRAP & CHOICE OF SIDE
- GNG SALAD

*GNG MEAL EXCHANGE INCLUDES 16.9OZ BOTTLED WATER. SIDES INCLUDE CHOICE OF SMALL BAG OF CHIPS, WHOLE FRUIT MACARONI SALAD OR POTATO SALAD.*

**ZEE’S MEAL EXCHANGE MENU**

**GRAB N GO**

- GNG SANDWICH & CHOICE OF SIDE
- GNG SALAD

*GNG MEAL EXCHANGE INCLUDES 24OZ FOUNTAIN DRINK. SIDES INCLUDE CHOICE OF SMALL BAG OF CHIPS, WHOLE FRUIT, MACARONI SALAD OR POTATO SALAD. *ZEE’S SPICER BEVERAGE INCLUDES 16.9OZ BOTTLED WATER ONLY.*
STEAK N’ SHAKE MEAL EXCHANGE MENU

• DOUBLE BURGER
• SINGLE BURGER
• FRISCO BURGER
• GRILLED CHICKEN SANDWICH
• FOOTLONG HOTDOG
• CHICKEN TENDERS
• GRILLED CHICKEN SALAD & FOUNTAIN DRINK
• FRIED CHICKEN SALAD & FOUNTAIN DRINK

MEAL EXCHANGE INCLUDES FRENCH FRIES AND A 24OZ FOUNTAIN DRINK EXCEPT FOR MEAL EXCHANGE SALADS.

CLIMBING ROCK CAFÉ & SUFFICIENT GROUNDS MEAL EXCHANGE MENU

• BREAKFAST SANDWICH
• BUILD YOUR OWN SALAD
• ANY WRAP
• ANY FLATBREAD
• ANY MEDIUM SMOOTHIE

MEAL EXCHANGE INCLUDES 12OZ COFFEE OR CUP OF WATER.